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: minimal and invariant patterns for the various sounds of speech, but it did enable us to develop our techniques, and, further, it suggested certain specific problems which appeared to warrant more systematic investigation. In our research on these problems we have departed from the procedure of progressively simplifying the spectrograms of actual speech and have undertaken instead to study the effects on perception of variations in isolated acoustic elements or patterns. Thus, we can hope to determine the separate contributions to the perception of speech of several acoustic variables and, ultimately, to learn how they can be combined to best effect.
STOP CONSONANTS: BURSTS OF NOISE
A careful inspection of actual spectrograms suggests, and our experience with simplified spectrograms seems to confirm, that one of the variables that may enable a listener to differentiate p, t, and k is the position along the frequency scale of the brief burst of noise which constitutes the acoustic counterpart of the articulatory explosion. In an attempt to isolate this variable and determine its role in perception, we prepared a series of schematized burst-plus-vowel patterns in which bursts at each of twelve frequency positions were paired with each of seven cardinal vowels. As can be seen in Fig. 2 , the bursts were constant as to size and shape, and the vowels, which maintained a steady state throughout, were composed of two formants only. 4 All of the combinations of burst and vowel--a total of 84 syllable patterns--were converted into sound and presented in random order to 30 college students with instructions to identify the initial component of the syllable as p, t, or k. Figure 3 shows, for each of the vowels, how the subjects' identifications varied according to the frequency position of the burst. In general, it appears that this one variablesthe frequency position of the burst--provides the listener with a basis for distinguishing among p, t, and k. We see that high frequency bursts were heard as t for all vowels. Bursts at lower frequencies were heard as k when they were on a level with, or slightly above, the second formant of the vowel; otherwise they were heard as p. It is clear that for p and k 
STOP CO NSONANTS: TRANSITIONS
We turned next in our study of the stop consonants to another aspect of the acoustic pattern which is often evident in spectrograms, namely, the consonant-vowel transitions. These transitions are seen as rapid shifts in the frequency positions of the vowel formants where vowel and consonant join and are typically most marked for the second formant, although they are usually present in some degree for the other formants as well.
The interpretation of these transitions is a major problem. In articulatory terms it is clear that the positions of the speech organs for consonant and vowel are, in general, different and that the rapid movement from one position to the other will usually produce an equally rapid shift in the acoustic output. The parallel interpretation in perceptual terms is that these rapid changes in the sound stream are no more than the necessary transitions (hence, the name) between the sounds that serve to identify successive phonemes; by implication, the transitions are merely nulls which dilute, or even confuse, the acoustic message.
An alternative interpretation is that these rapid changes are heard as important distinguishing characteristics of the sound stream and may indeed serve as a principal acoustic cue for the perception of the consonant-vowel combination--the syllable or "halfsyllable," as the case may be. ø Since a vowel is usually loud and long (hence, identifiable by itself) whereas a consonant is often weak or of very short duration, the practical effect is that the transitional portion of the vowel is transferred to the acoustic counterpart of the consonant. But whether one considers the syllable as separable in this restricted sense or as an indissoluble unit, the second interpretation of transitions gives far more weight to their role in speech perception than the term "transition" would imply. The first step in exploring this question experimentally was to select one vowel and to draw synthetic spectrograms in which a and also a steady-state resonant sound whose intensity and frequency characteristics are different from those of the vowel. We were interested, in the first instance, in segregating the effects of the transitions, and this seemed to require that we find a neutral position for the resonant portion which would convey the impression of resonant nasal consonants as a class without providing important cues to the identity of the particular consonant. This is probably an oversimplification, but it does permit us to collect data for a comparison of the resonants with the voiced and voiceless stops. We have run a first set of tests in which the previous seven vowels and eleven degrees of transition were paired in all possible combinations in syllables which also contained a neutral nasal resonance portion. The consonant was placed in terminal position since initial • does not occur in English. This work is still in process; hence, no figure will be presented. In a general way, we find about the same distributions that appeared in the BDGtransition test. Thus, the second-formant transitions which were regularly heard as b (or p)in the preceding test now give the cognate m, and there is a comparable crossover in which n parallels d (or t) and • parallels g (or k). There are some indications in the data that we are not dealing with a monovalent stimulus in this case; probably we shall have to explore variations in the supposedly neutral resonance.
The exploratory work that precedes systematic tests of the kind that we have been discussing tends to become divergent almost without limit, but also it turns up interesting leads, such as the example shown in Fig. 7 . [The sounds which correspond to these syllables were demonstrated, line by line, and in both forward and reverse directions.]
VOWELS
In this review we shall pass over a sizable block of work on two-formant and one-formant synthetic vowels, except to say that some of the results are most readily explained on the basis that the ear can, and sometimes does, perform an averaging operation on two formants which lie close together; thus, the first and second formants of the back vowels may at times be replaceable by a single formant, or the second and third formants of i by a single high formant. We have not so far found it necessary to use three formants to obtain reasonably good vowel color for the cardinal vowels, but an exploratory investigation has indicated that transitions of the third formant may contribute to consonant identification. Of course, the behavior of the third formant in spectrograms of the Midwestern r and of nasal vowels is well known. a SOME
FUTUILE DIRECTIONS
The general directions in wl•ich the present work should be extended are fairly obvious. We have studied various acoustic cues in isolation. We can reasonably expect that the synthetic sounds will be identified with greater accuracy if two or three cues are provided simultaneously. We can even hope that not more than two or three acoustic cues will be required to give high intelligibility, even though the resulting sounds may still not be entirely lifelike. In addition, it is quite possible that such speech will be more resistant to noise than normal speech. As to the effectiveness of multiple cues, we know already that a transition added to a burst of noise improves the stop consonants, but we have yet to investigate what adjustments in burst position and in extent of transition may be required for the best combination of these two cues and just how much improvement will result. Also, while it is clear that bursts and transitions complement each other in the sense that when one cue is weak, the other is usually strong, nevertheless, there may remain some syllables for which both cues together may not suffice, and one must then search for other cues. One such possibility is a transition in the third formant of the vowel, and we do have some exploratory evidence of contributions from this quarter. However, the problem is not merely to find additional acoustic cues which make a contribution, but rather to sift out the two or three most efficient cues; that is, we should like eventually to rank-order the cues in terms of their relative contributions to intelligibility. Also, we need to run tests in which a greater variety of stimuli are presented and wider ranges of judgments are allowed, until finally, all of the phonemes of American English have been studied in their usual combinations.
The step from phoneme combinations to connected speech will involve a variety of additional problems, but we ought, eventually, to be able to synthesize connected speech on the sole basis of rules, or principles, of the same general kind that we are beginning to derive for the stops and the resonants. This is not our primary .
Rising (--)= p
We have then a basis for deciding among p, t, and k, when both cues are given: p= (low burst, rising transition), t= q-q-(high burst, falling transition), speech sounds, we may hope that eventually an acoustic / k= counterpart of the linguistic structure of the language might emergemand indeed, that the regularities of the one structure might complement those of the other. have not yet made the corresponding comparisons for a range of vowels, and some changes in interpretation may be necessary when we do.
As a second point, it may be of interest to examine the data from the point of view that perception involves a set of binary choices. You will recall that bursts of noise preceding a vowel were always heard as t when the center frequency of the burst was high, but that low bursts were heard as p or k, depending on the vowel that If this is correct, we should be able to synthesize satisfactory stop consonants without regard to the exact placement of bursts or to the precise degree of transition, but merely on the basis of "high" or "low" bursts and transitions. We are by no means confident that this can be done.
For a third point, let us return to the general subject of transitions. It seems fairly clear that transitions are important in speech perception, and one could wish for a name that would carry this implication rather than its opposite. You have seen how the identification of a particular transition (or burst) seems to depend also on the vowel, so that, apparently, one is perceiving an acoustic unit having the approximate dimensions of a syllable or half-syllable. Now this is not really very surprising if spectrograms are taken at face-value, but we•and perhaps some other workers as wellmhad undertaken to find the "invariants" of speech, a term which implies, at least in its simplest interpretation, a one-to-one correspondence between something halfhidden in the spectrogram and the successive phonemes of the message. It is precisely this kind of relationship that we do not find, at least for these stripped-down stops and nasal resonants. It may be useful to phrase this departure from a one-to-one correspondence between phoneme and sound in the technical jargon of cryptography, thereby borrowing a well-established 9 We should, perhaps, point out that the kind of binary scheme being considered here differs in several respects from the system put forward by Jakobson, Fant, and Halle, Technical Report No. 13, Acoustics Laboratory, M.I.T. May, 1952.
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SYNTHESIS OF CONNECTED SPEECH
In discussing future directions for the general program of work that has been described here, we mentioned the synthesis of connected speech as a long-range objective. It is possible, of course, to attempt synthesis using only the limited information we now have about only a few of the sounds of speech. We shall play for you some examples of words and sentences which were synthesized on the basis of rules derived from our experiments. It is fairly evident that the rules alone are inadequate at this stage and that these examples do benefit from extrapolations of the cardinal vowels to the vowels of American English and from some hunches about diphthongization, syllable length, and stress. However, in all cases, the words were created de novo --without reference to actual spectrograms--and employed bursts and transitions for the production of the stop and resonant consonants. • Apparently most of you understood some, if not all, of the examples; even so, it is clear that much remains to be done to achieve a working mastery of the rules governing the acoustic stimuli by which we perceive speech.
